Targeting a retroviral vector in the absence of a known cell-targeting ligand.
An important requirement for many gene therapy applications is to direct therapeutic genes specifically to target cells. Here we describe an improved vector targeting method that does not depend on the use of a known cell-targeting ligand. It entails screening a library of constitutively produced retroviruses with random amino acid substitutions in the cell-targeting region of the envelope proteins for their ability to mediate gene delivery to a target cell. By screening such a library on the ras-transformed 143B human cell line, we have isolated an envelope protein that preferentially targets 143B cells and 293T cells expressing the SV40 T antigen via a novel, unidentified receptor. Furthermore, retroviruses expressing the library-derived envelope protein can be concentrated by centrifugation. This is the first demonstration of a novel concept in vector targeting: the selection of productive retroviral entry via an alternate receptor with modified cellular tropism in the absence of a known cell-targeting moiety. The method is, in principle, applicable even to cells that have not been well characterized, and therefore potentially suitable for targeting many diverse cell types.